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Low-mass Dark Matter ( < 1 GeV / c2 ) is unexplored  
 by present WIMP Dark Matter experiments.
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Motivation: Dark Matter
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FIG. 8: Left: Constraints and projections (90% c.l.) for the DM-nucleon scattering cross
section. Thick gray lines are current world-leading constraints [108, 116, 129, 130]. Projections are
shown with solid/dashed/dotted lines indicating a short/medium/long timescale, respectively, with
the same meaning as in Fig. 6. Blue lines denote the DoE G2 experiment projections. Yellow region
denotes the WIMP-discovery limit from [131] extended to lower masses for He-based experiments.
Right: As in left plot, but focused on the 100 MeV to 10 GeV DM mass range.

FIG. 9: Constraints from direct-detection experiments (solid lines), colliders and indirect detection
(labelled, dashed), and projections for new experiments (labelled, dashed/dotted lines) for the
spin-dependent scattering cross section for protons or neutrons o↵ nuclei. Constraints
are shown from PICO-60 [116], LUX [132], PICO-2L [133], PICO-60 CF3I [134], and IceCube [135].
Projections from PICO (proton) and LZ (neutron) are also shown [115]. The expected background
from atmospheric, supernova and solar neutrinos in both xenon and C3F8 is shown by the shaded
regions [131].
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• Neutrino coherent scattering on nuclei (CEνNS), recently discovered by 
COHERENT [Akimov et al, Science 357 (2017) 1123], is a new probe for 
new physics via precision measurements of the cross-section.

• Aside nuclear reactors or spallation sources, lower energy sources, such 
as the monochromatic 51Cr (GALLEX) might be explored. 
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Motivation: CEνNS

Coherent	Neutrino-Nucleus	Sca2ering:	
A	Portal	to	New	Physics	
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• Would like a  ~1 kg detector with an energy threshold < 20 eV.

• Two ongoing R&Ds on arrays of small cryogenic calorimeters: 

‣ ν-cleus (Germany), based on TES sensors  
R.Strauss et al, Eur. Phys. J. C77 (2017) 506

‣ Ricochet (France-USA), based on NTD sensors 
J. Billard et al, J. Phys. G44 (2017) 105101. 

‣ Both granted in 2018 by the  
European Research Council

• Challenges:

‣ Scale single detector units  
to large arrays (multiplexing)

‣ Mass increase of the single  
detector unit.
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Detector R&D

8 R. Strauss et al.: The ⌫-cleus experiment: A gram-scale fiducial-volume cryogenic detector. . .

Fig. 9. Technical drawing of a up-scaled calorimeter array us-
ing state-of-the-art wafer sizes of 150mm diameter (e.g. Al2O3

as target and Si as holder). In one production step, a total
target mass of ⇠ 110 g can be achieved using an array of 225
crystals.

3 Detection of Coherent Neutrino Scattering

3.1 Case 1: At a nuclear power reactor

3.1.1 Signal expectation

Nuclear power reactors are among the most intense (anti-)
neutrino sources on earth and therefore a highly interest-
ing site for the detection of CNNS.

A benchmark reactor with a thermal power of 4GW, a
typical value for a two-core reactor plant, yields⇠ 1.2 · 1020

fissions per second and an isotropic neutrino rate of R⌫ ⇡

7.5 · 1020 s�1 [38]. The neutrino flux �(E⌫) can be calcu-
lated as

�(E⌫) =
R⌫

4⇡d2

X

i

ni�i(E⌫) (10)

with the distance to the core d, the fraction ni of the
fuel component i and the respective normalized neutrino-
energy spectrum �i(E⌫). Fig. 10 shows the neutrino flux
for a standard fuel composition (62% of 235U, 30% of 239Pu
and 8% of 238U [39]) from a 4GW reactor at a distance of
d = 15m from the core. The di↵erential recoil spectrum
in the detector can be written as

dS

dER
= Nt

Z 1

Emin

d�(E⌫ , ER)

dER
�(E⌫)dE⌫ (11)

using Equ. 1.Nt is the number of target nuclei and Emin =p
ERM/2 the smallest neutrino energy leading to a recoil

of a nucleus with the mass M .
The di↵erential recoil spectra of coherently scattered

anti-neutrinos in CaWO4 and Al2O3 detectors at di↵erent
distances d from the core of the benchmark reactor plant
are shown in Fig. 11. Due to the N2 dependency of the
CNNS cross section (see Equ. 1), the heavy element W
boosts significantly the rate on CaWO4 below 100 eV (full
red line) to ⇠ 4 · 104/[kg keV day]. The rate expected for
Al2O3 (full green line), however, stays almost constant at
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Fig. 10. Anti-neutrino flux from a benchmark pressurized-
water nuclear reactor with a thermal power of 4GW at a dis-
tance of 15m. A standard fuel composition is used for the cal-
culation: 62% of 235U, 30% of 239Pu and 8% of 238U. [39]

Table 1. Integrated CNNS count rate from a nuclear reactor
with a total thermal power of 4GW at di↵erent distances d
between Eth and 5 keV. The rates are integrated up to 5 keV.

d [m] Eth [eV] counts/[kg day] counts/[array day]
CaWO4 Al2O3 CaWO4 Al2O3

15 5 790.3 112.8 5.44 0.51
10 690.2 110.1 4.75 0.49
20 547.2 105.4 3.77 0.47

40 5 111.1 15.9 0.77 0.07
10 97.1 15.5 0.67 0.07
20 77.0 14.8 0.53 0.07

100 5 17.8 2.5 0.12 0.01
10 15.5 2.5 0.11 0.01
20 12.3 2.4 0.08 0.01

a value of ⇠ 1·103/[kg keV day] below ⇠ 300 eV. The rates
for d = 40m are about a factor of 7 lower (dashed lines).
The strong material dependence of the CNNS rate is a
powerful tool to discriminate the signal from irreducible
backgrounds. The signal rate is significantly di↵erent for
CaWO4 and Al2O3, e.g. at 10 eV the ratio is ⇠ 9.3. In
contrast, the background counts from external gamma ra-
diation is comparable (within a factor of ⇠ 2). Further,
similar neutron background spectra are expected since in
both materials - for neutron induced scatters - dominantly
O scatters are above energy threshold due to kinematics.

The integrated count rates for di↵erent energy thresh-
olds Eth and distances d are listed in Table 1. The signal
is integrated up to an energy of 5 keV where the contribu-
tion to the signal is negligible. Count rates are given per
day and kg as well as per day and detector array (CaWO4:
6.84 g, Al2O3: 4.41 g). A signal rate of up to ⇠ 10 counts
per array and day is expected for CaWO4 target calorime-
ters.

Due to the relatively high rates predicted at such sites,
the detection of CNNS with a small-scale detector of low
threshold (⇠10 eV) at a moderate distance from the core
is clearly in reach.

225 5x5x5 mm3  
Si or Al2O3 crystals  

read by TES
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Kinetic Inductance Detectors (KIDs)

Cooper pairs (cp) in a superconductor  act as an inductance (L).  
Absorbed photons or phonons change cp density and L.  

High quality factor (Q) resonant circuit biased with a microwave (GHz):
signal from amplitude and phase shift. 

L C

 D
ay et al., N

ature 425 (2003) 817

2� ⇠ 400µeV (Al)

BULLKID (INFN 2019-20 Grant) proposes  
KIDs as an alternative to TES and NTD sensors
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1. Frequency sweep to measure the transmission S21 past the resonator:

2. Determine the resonant frequency and bias the detector at that 
frequency.

3. Measure Phase and Amplitude Modulation of the wave transmitted past 
the resonator. Usually only the phase readout is used.
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KID signal

3

df(t) = Fqptqp

"
tqpe

�t/tqp

(tqp � tph)(tqp � tring)
+

tphe
�t/tph

(tph � tqp)(tph � tring)
+

tringe
�t/tring

(tring � tqp)(tring � tph)

#
, (3)

where Fqp is the pulse integral.
As we explain in next section, we excite the substrate by a

LED pulse whose duration Tex is of the order of few µs, so
the final waveform results from the convolution of Eq. 3 with
a rectangular function of length Tex.

For every acquired signal we fit the df pulse evolution to
the pulse shape described above, fixing tring to the value cor-
responding to the measured Q factor. In this way we obtain
tph that we compare with the MC results. Superposed to the
pulses of Fig. 1 we show the results form the fit for the df(t)
and da(t) signals.

𝛿𝑎

𝛿𝜙

FIG. 1: df and da pulse time evolution following an energy deposi-
tion of 36 keV in the Si substrate. The signals are fitted to the pulse
shape of Eq. 3, taking also into account Tex=1 µs (in red for df and
blue for da). The resulting df fit parameters are shown in the leg-
end. Inset: resonance circle that we calibrate to obtain df and da

components from the real and imaginary parts of the S21 signal.

B. Response to energy absorption

We can relate the energy release in the detector E to the
energy absorbed at every resonator Eabs through an efficiency
factor h , so that Eabs = hE. The efficiency can be factorized
as h = hKIDhpb, where hKID depends on the geometry of the
detector and the transmission coefficients at the interface, and
is the parameter that we shall calculate with the MC simula-
tion, and hpb is the pair-breaking efficiency in Al, that we take
as ⇠0.57 [18]. Now, Fqp in Eq. 3 represent the overall change
in df corresponding to an increment in the quasi-particle pop-
ulation Nqp=Eabs/D = hE/D, that can be calculated from the
Mattis-Bardeen theory in the thin film limit. After some ana-

lytical approximations [19, 20] we can write:

Fqp =
aS2(n ,Tqp)Q

N0V D(Tqp)
hE, (4)

where N0V is the single spin density of states at the Fermi level
(1.72⇥1010 eV�1 µm�3 for Al) multiplied by the active vol-
ume of the resonator, a is the fraction of kinetic inductance
LKI/L, Tqp is the effective temperature of the quasiparticle
system, larger than the sink temperature due to the microwave
power Pµn and

S2(n ,Tqp) = 1+

s
2D

pkBTqp
exp

✓
� hn

2kBTqp

◆
I0

✓
hn

2kBTqp

◆
,

(5)
where kB is the Boltzmann constant, h is the Planck constant
and I0 is the zero-order modified Bessel function of the first
class. The parameters D, a , S2 and Q are measurable quanti-
ties for a given Pµn , therefore from the pulse fit we can obtain
Fqp and determine through Eq. 4 the efficiency h at every
pixel in order to compare with the MC results.

III. EXPERIMENTAL CONFIGURATIONS

We study two different detector configurations with dif-
ferent KID characteristics and layout.

The first prototype (P1 in the following) consist of a single
KID lithographed on a 2⇥2 cm2 380 µm thick Si substrate.
Fig. 2 shows a picture of the detector mounted in the copper
holder (left panel) and a schematic design of the single KID
(right panel). The inductor section is a meander of 30 strips
of 62.5 µm⇥2 mm, with gap of 5 µm between them, and the
capacitor is made by only two fingers. The total active area
is 4.0 mm2 if we include the active region that connects the
inductor to the capacitor. The feedline is a 72 µm width CPW
that cut across the Si substrate from side to side. The pixel
and feedline are made of 60 nm thick Al. Four cylindrical
Teflon supports, one at every corner of the substrate, fix the
detector to a copper holder that is anchored to the cryostat.
The contact area between Si and Teflon is lower than 3 mm2 at
every support. For detailed results of this prototype, see [17].

The second prototype, that we label as P4, is a 2⇥2 cm2

375 µm thick Si substrate with 4 KIDs (see Fig. 2). The res-
onators are lithographed in 60 nm thick Al film, with an induc-
tive meander made of 14 connected strips of 80 µm⇥2 mm
closed by a capacitor made of 5 interdigitated fingers of
1.4 mm⇥50 µm. The active area of the single pixel is
1.15⇥ 2mm2. The feedline is a 420 µm width and 60 nm
thick CPW. The centers of each KID are not distributed sym-
metrically with respect to the central axis of the detector, but
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Different resonators can be coupled to the same feedline  
with slightly different resonant frequencies.  

Resonant frequency modified via the capacitor (C) pattern of the circuit. 
 

Multiplexing of 1000 KIDs with a single cryogenic amplifier demonstrated
M. Vignati �7

KID Multiplexing

MOBIKID:  
KID array for CMB studies
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Sensising “large” targets: CALDER

Substrate of silicon 
 (2x2cm2 x300µm)

KIDs  (~2mm2 x 60-nm)

Incident photons convert into athermal phonons

Diffused phonons  
can be absorbed  

by the KIDs

supports  

GHz operation limits the maximum sensible area of KIDs to few mm2  
Kinetic inductance require superconductor thickness of tens of nm 

Solution: indirect detection mediated by phonons

Challenge: collect as many phonons as possible
The smaller the number of pixels the better!

CALDER develops cryogenic light detectors for double β decay experiments.

http://www.roma1.infn.it/exp/calder/

http://www.roma1.infn.it/exp/calder/
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CALDER results
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L. Cardani, et al, SUST (2018)

• Al(14)Ti(33)Al(30nm)  
resonator

• 2x2cm2 x 350um  
Silicon substrate 

• 25 eV RMS @ 0 eV
• Phonon 𝛆 ~ 10%fiber spot

https://doi.org/10.1088/1361-6668/aac1d4


BULLKID aims at a detector of athermal phonons created by 
 nuclear recoils induced by Dark Matter or neutrino scattering.

Mass: To increase the detector mass we will fabricate KIDs on 5 mm thick 
instead of 300 μm wafers.

Threshold: To reach < 20 eVnr threshold we will act on the phonon 
absorption and on the KID sensitivity (25 eV σ demonstrated by CALDER).

M. Vignati �10

BULLKID single unit

CALDER  
Silicon (2x2 cm2 x300 µm)

Al or TiAl KIDs  (~2mm2 x 60-nm)

photons

BULLKID  
Silicon (5x5x5 mm3)

Phonons scatter 
in the lattice and are  
 absorbed by the KID

Dak Matter /  
neutrino

Dak Matter /  
neutrino

5 m
m
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BULLKID array
top view

bottom view

3”

• The wafer is diced from the 
bottom to create cubic voxels of  
5x5x5 mm3 .

• ~ 110 cubic voxels of  
5x5x5 mm3 can be exploited.

• 0.29 g / voxel

• 32 g total target mass.

• We will deposit ~ 110 KIDs  
at once on top of a 3” wafer.

• The KIDs will be coupled to the 
same feedline for multiplexing.

μ-wave in

μ-wave out
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2 Experimental

Production and optical characterization of about 150 QM Ge crystals has been car-
ried out at Sensor and Semiconductor Laboratory (Ferrara, Italy). Crystallographic
orientations are indicated in Fig. 3. Commercially available pure Ge wafer was diced
to form 30 × 10 × 2 mm3 plates, using a high-precision dicing saw (DISCOT M

DAD3220), equipped with rotating diamond blades of 250 µm width and 5µ m
diamond grain size (G1A 320). A permanent curvature was induced through the so-
called grooving method, i.e., through the manufacture of a grid of superficial grooves
on one of the largest surfaces of the crystal. A radius of curvature of 40 m was chosen,
because a focal length of f = R/2 = 20 is an ideal value for a Laue lens with long
focal distance [21, 22]. It is possible to calculate the ratio between QM (RQM ) and
primary (RQM ) radius of curvature thanks to the linear theory of elasticity. It turns
out to be RQM

RP
= 2.39 [16]. It corresponds to a QM curvature of about 95.6 m. The

angular bandpass corresponding to this radius of curvature is 4.3 arcseconds. Main
features are reported in Table 1.

In fact, surface grooving produces permanent plastic deformation in the neighbor-
hood of the grooves [13]. Plasticization occurs in a thin layer of the crystal beneath
and beside the grooves due to the dicing process, the thickness of the plasticized layer
being dependent on the blade and on the grooving parameters chosen. The depth of
the plasticization for the blade that was used is about 5 µm [14]. Such plasticized
layer transfers coactive forces to the crystal bulk, thus producing an elastic strain field
within the crystal. Since a regular grid of grooves was done on the sample surface, a
net curvature has been achieved.

Then, the curvature of all the samples was measured using an optical profilome-
ter (VEECOT M NT1100) with 1 µm lateral and 1 nm vertical resolution. In order to
account for the initial morphological non-planarity of the samples (wafers are gen-
erally not perfectly flat), subtraction of profile before and after the grooving process

(a) (b)

Fig. 3 Photo of the a Ge sample before (a) and after (b) the manufacture. Crystallographic orientation are
highlighted

Author's personal copy

• The smaller the surface thickness 
the smaller the phonon leak in 
nearby voxels

• MC Phonon simulations ongoing to 
quantify the leak.

M. Vignati �12

Phonon x-talk and silicon dicing

interaction

Exp Astron (2014) 37:1–10 5

Table 1 Crystal features
Material Germanium

Tile size (mm3) 30×10×2

Blade type G1A 320

Blade width (µm) 250

Blade rotation (rpm) 3000

Blade speed (mm/s) 0.1

Groove depth (µm) 1550

Number of grooves 9×28

Groove step (mm) 1

Primary radius of curvature along y (m) 40

QM radius of curvature (m) 95.6

Angular bandpass (arcsec) 4.3

was done. Moreover, since the profile of a surface with grooves is altered by their
presence, thus making the analysis more difficult, profilometric characterization was
carried out on the back surface of each sample.

Finally, a method to adjust the curvature has been worked out. It consist in a fast
chemical etch, based on a solution of H2O2. Such solution is capable of oxidizing Ge
with different speeds, depending on the crystalline phase [23]. In fact, it is possible
to selectively remove the most amorphus part of a sample, namely the material plas-
ticized by the blade, lowering the state of tension and the curvature of the sample.

(a)

(b)

(c)

Fig. 4 Interferometric measurement of backside of a sample with average radius of curvature r = 39.9
meters. Left side: 3D view analysis (a). Right side: Cross sections of the deformation pattern along x (b)
and y directions (c), as taken on the center of the sample

Author's personal copy

R. Camattari, A Battelli,  
V. Bellucci, V. Guidi   
Exp. Astron. 37 (2014) 1

Dicing technology exists and is being tuned to our needs
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KID superconductor
(R&D started by CALDER)

Al Ti+TiN Ti+Al Granular Al W-Al

TC [K] 1.2 0.5-0.8 0.6-0.9 1-2 0-1.2
L[pH/square] 0.35 6? 1.2 10-1000 30?

Q max >105 104 >105 >106 ?
Phonon 𝛆 10% low? 10% 10% ?

τqp [μs] 100-1000 10-100 100-1000 10-30 ?

Fabrication IFN-CNR CNR/FBK CSNSM 
Neel-CNRS KIT MPI-Munich

Status Completed Challenging Ongoing Completed Started

ΔE [eV] 50-100 - 25 150 ?

�E / TC

✏
p
QL
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BULLKID: one 3” 5mm thick wafer

• 0.29 g / voxel

• 110 voxels / 3” wafer

• 32 g / 3” wafer.

Possible experiment with 1 kg mass:

‣ Maybe 4” or 6” wafer.
‣ Maybe increase thickness to 1 cm  

(phonon absorption to be verified).
‣ Stack a number of wafers to reach the 

total target mass.
‣ No inert material between inner voxels: 

bkg. id. and fiducialization.
�14

Detector array

�14



Ferrara University:  
V. Guidi

M. Vignati �15

BULLKID collaboration is forming and starting 
activities, we are open to collaborations!

Consiglio Nazionale delle Ricerche  
G. Pettinari.

Genova University  
S. Di Domizio. 
CSNSM - CNRS/IN2P3  
H. Le Sueur
Institut Néel - CNRS 
M. Calvo, J. Goupy, A. Monfardini 

Istituto Nazionale di Fisica Nucleare:  
L. Cardani, N. Casali, A. Cruciani,  
V. Pettinacci and M. Vignati (PI).

M. Martinez
Zaragoza University:
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Fig. 11. Count rates on CaWO4 (red) and Al2O3 (green) expected from a benchmark nuclear power plant of 4GW for the
3 experimental sites considered. The black dotted lines indicate di↵erent background levels (extrapolation to lower energies)
measured in di↵erent experimental sites. From top to bottom: a) the Stanford shallow underground facility [40], b) the low-
background setup at the ARC in Seibersdorf [41], c) the Dortmund low-background facility [36] and d) the Heidelberg shallow
laboratory [42]. The full black line (e) shows the expected (simulated) background level using the outer and inner veto of
the fiducial-volume cryogenic detector. The grey band indicates the uncertainty of the background level with a lower limit at
the intrinsic background level of CaWO4 crystals measured at LNGS [33]. Reactor-correlated backgrounds are considered as
negligible at the considered distances from core.

3.1.2 Background level

We consider a shallow experimental site with a small over-
burden to shield against cosmogenic backgrounds at d ⇡

15� 100m from the reactor core. Possible candidate sites
are, e.g. a room in the basement of a building outside the
reactor containment, an artificial overburden outside the
reactor building or even a site outside the reactor plant.
At such places, the reactor-correlated gamma and neutron
backgrounds are considered as negligible due to the large
distance and significant shieldings. In the following we
concentrate on uncorrelated backgrounds which at shallow
sites are dominated by muon-induced events [36]. Plenty of
experimental data describing detectors operated in shal-
low or above-ground low-background environments exist
in the literature, mostly for Ge detectors. The following to-
tal background levels are reached in selected experiments:
0.4 counts/[kg keV day] at the shallow underground lab in
Heidelberg [42], 5 counts/[kg keV day] at the Dortmund
low-background facility [36], ⇠ 20 counts/[kg keV day] at
the ARC in Seibersdorf [41] and 200 counts/[kg keV day]
in the CDMS experiment operated at the Stanford under-
ground facility [40] (black dotted lines). All values corre-
spond to the rates in the lowest energy bin of the respec-
tive experiment. The grey band in Fig. 11 indicates the
uncertainty in the observed background level depending
on the individual site, the overburden and the shielding
design. The lowest energy threshold (⇠ 500 eV) among
the listed experiments is achieved by CDMS [40].

We use the highest background level reported as a con-
servative upper limit for the sensitivity studies. Even more
conservative, we do not consider the additional background-
rejection capability of the inner and outer cryogenic veto.
As shown in chapter 2.5 and 2.6 by a dedicated MC study,
the cryogenic fiducial-volume detector reduces surface, gamma
and neutron backgrounds by factors of & 103 and ⇠ 10, re-
spectively, in the target volume. In the following, the (flat)
background rate of 200 counts/[kg keV day] is referred to
as the benchmark.

In case of CaWO4 the CNNS signal is 2� 3 orders of
magnitude above the conservative benchmark background
whereas in case of Al2O3 the signal-to-background ratio
is much smaller (factor of 1-5), see Fig. 11. The multi-
target approach, therefore, is a powerful tool to actively
discriminate neutrino-induced signals from backgrounds.
In particular, it allows to identify possible ultimate expo-
nentially shaped, signal-like backgrounds.

3.1.3 Experimental site and discovery potential

An extensive likelihood study is performed to investigate
the discovery potential of CNNS with the proposed small-
scale experiment. We consider one CaWO4 (total mass:
6.84 g) and one Al2O3 (total mass: 4.41 g) calorimeter ar-
ray inside the inner and outer active cryogenic veto (see
Fig. 7). The benchmark background level is assumed and,
conservatively, the rejection capability of the surface veto
is not used for the background estimation. Three di↵erent
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• Threshold =  ΔE x 5, with TiAl implies 125 eV, too large for BULLKID.

• Phonon efficiency is expected to increase substantially in BULLKID 
because of the new geometry (no leak on supports, less surface 
scatterings) . 

• TiAl has margin for improvement and W-Al is potentially even better thanks 
to the lower Tc.
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Impact of threshold 

51Cr 370 PBq, 1m

Reactor experiments, because of the larger 
neutrino energy, could be performed even with a 
threshold  of 100 eV

Eur. Phys. J., C77 2017 506

Neutrino source experiments 
require threshold < 20 eV
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CALDER LAB
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Heterodyne readout development
• So far using an electronics able to handle up to 12 KIDs in parallel.

• We are developing a custom FPGA firmware on top of the ROACH2 
opensource hardware and software board. 

‣ Goal: 100 KIDs in parallel.

• Developed by a wide (mostly astro-) community. 
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ROACH readout system

FPGA board (Virtex6) for signal processing
On-board PowerPc for FPGA control
16-bit 1000Msps dual DAC
14-bit 400Msps dual ADC
4x 10Gbe interfaces for data streaming
Up/down conversion w clock-distribution board


